
LANGLEY ROD & GUN CLUB  

3-Gun Pistol Match Competition Rules 

1) This competition is open to all LRGC members in good standing (paid up dues). 

 

2) Competition:   10:00 AM start – Registration starts at 9:30 AM. 

    Entry fees are $5.00 per match, $3.00 per match for juniors (under 18 - can shoot 22 cal match only)     

    (Note: Lunch is no longer included).  

3) Each 3 Gun Competition will consist of:  

            a) a 30 shot .22 cal Match (any .22 cal handgun),  

            b) a 30 shot Centrefire Match (any centrefire handgun allowed on range), and  

            c) a 30 shot 1911 .45 ACP Match (note: we will accept other 45 cal handguns) 

Shooters may participate in one, two or all events - however aggregate scores will be applicable only to those 

shooting all three events.  

 

4) Each match (i.e. .22 cal, centrefire and 45 cal) will be shot as:  

            a) sighting series (one series prior to each match, any # of shots on one 20 yd ISSF target in 5 minutes) 

            b) slowfire (one relay of 10 shots - using a max. of 5 rounds /magazine or cylinder with one reload, in 

                10 minutes or less), i.e. 10 shots on a 20 yd ISSF standard pistol target  

            c) timed fire (two relays of 5 shots in 20 secs), i.e. 10 shots on a 20 yd NRA timed & rapid fire target, 

and      d) rapid fire (two relays of 5 shots in 10 secs), i.e. 10 shots on a 20 yd NRA timed & rapid fire target.  

 

Shooting will proceed in assigned relays of .22 cal, centrefire, and .45 cal as defined by the organizers. 

Sufficient relays will be provided to accommodate all shooters signed up. Shooters may request variation in 

assigned relays where firearms are being shared.  

Note: All targets are supplied (sighting series targets are to be reused with centre patches as needed).  

Ammo is not supplied. 

 

5) Either single hand or two handed technique allowed. 

6) Iron sights only are to be used. [Exception - Seniors (over 65) may use a scope/Red-dot sight]. 

7) No pistol rests or sandbags allowed. 

8) Adult competitors may shoot one or all matches. (Juniors can only shoot .22 caliber match) 

9) Junior pistol shooters must be accompanied by a licensed adult supervisor (which cannot shoot while 

supervising  a junior). 

10)  Magazines, speed-loaders and moon-clips may be preloaded and used.  

11)  In timed and rapid fire relays, gun may be raised and aligned to target prior to the “beep” indicating 

shooting  may commence.  

12) Scoring may be done after each relay on posted and shot targets by other shooters, or by designated 

scorers as available.   



13) Malfunctions: Two gun/ammo malfunctions allowed in any match, however only one alibi relay is 

allowed per series. An alibi relay will be shot at the end of the appropriate shooting series, which would allow 

a shooter to put a shot total = 15 minus the number of unfired shots in original series on target.  The lowest 10 

of this shot total will be scored.  Unfired shots during the alibi relay will be scored as zeros.    

14)  Bragging rights for 3-Gun Pistol matches will be as followings:  

High Aggregate  - for the highest total score for all matches. 

High .45 cal   - for highest match score 

High Centrefire  - for the highest match score 

High .22 cal  - for the highest match score. 

Top Ladies   - for the highest .22 match score by a female. 

Junior .22   - for the highest match score by a junior (16 and under) 

 

Ties will be decided by the number of X's scored.  A High Aggregate tie will be decided by the score of the 

Centrefire Match (if necessary: then the 45 cal match, and finally the 22 cal match). Scores will be posted on 

the LRGC website.   

Any questions should be directed to planning@lrgc.com.   


